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Profile
Credible, reliable, objectively

Contacts

The mechanical watch: This topic thrills the visitors of Watchtime.net.

Watchtime.net is the high-profile, objective and reliable correspondent

Michael Albus

and watch experts.

Phone +49 731-880 057-170

Director Ad Sales Watch Media

on fine watches for beginners as well as for experienced collectors

E-Mail: albus@ebnermedia.de

Watchtime.net combines digital marketing know-how with cuttingedge technologies. The focus is set on solutions, which offer watch

brands concrete added value. Advertising clients benefit from a variety

of exclusive advertising and tailor-made opportunities to the individual

Nadja Ehrlich

needs and desires.

Online Editor (Resp.)

Phone +49 731-880 057-184

Watchtime.net addresses with the highest number of IVW-audited website

E-Mail: ehrlich@ebnermedia.de

visits by German inhabitants the main target group of the watch industry,
the prospective watch buyer. This acceptance by the visitors offers an

exclusive environment in which product presentations as well as brand
image campaigns have an outstanding effect.
Watchtime.net The watch portal by:

Actual Reach
Visits:
Online Visits Germany:
Page Impressions:

Publisher’s Addresses

402.843 monthly

Ebner Media Group GmbH & Co. KG

74%

Karlstraße 3 l 89073 Ulm

683.436 monthly

Postfach 30 60 l 89020 Ulm

Source: IVW, October 2021
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The Market for Luxury Watches

An impressive success story has shaped the market for mechanical luxury watches since the late 1980s. Especially since the beginning

of the 21st century, mechanical luxury watches have undergone an enormous boom thanks to globalization, the rapid progress of new

markets in Asia and massive purchases of watches by Asian tourists. Various crises have only brieﬂy interrupted this ongoing boom,

which has also been accompanied by a continual increase in the price level for luxury watches. A reluctance to purchase can presently

be observed among Asian and especially Chinese watch buyers, and this disinclination has caused severe downturns in revenue for many

manufacturers.

Nowadays the decision to buy a mechanical wristwatch is inﬂuenced by various factors. The brand’s image plays the decisive role. Another

significant factor is the watch’s design: it plays a larger role in the purchasing decision than the themes of mechanisms and craftsmanship, alt-

hough each of these is by no means unimportant. The meaning of a mechanical wristwatch has accordingly evolved from a high-quality, technical,

practical object and collector’s item into a luxury artifact and status symbol. Globally active luxury brands are today’s most important watch manufac-

turers. Each brand per se, its characteristic design, the features of its products and its communication spark strong desire among purchasers.

Swiss watches currently command an estimated 80% of the global watch market. Luxury wristwatches that sell for more than 1,500 euros are primarily made in Swit-

zerland, followed by Germany in second place and third-ranking Japan. The leading players in today’s market for luxury watches are the Swatch Group (18 watch brands),
Richemont (11 watch brands) and LVMH (4 watch brands); on the other hand, there are also the two extremely successful brands Rolex, which is owned by a foundation,
and family-owned Patek Philippe.

The most important channels of distribution are the traditional specialized trade (i.e. jewelry stores), followed by the increasingly significant monobrand
stores of the watch brands themselves, and by e-commerce.

According to Allensbacher Markt- und Werbeträgeranalyse (AWA) [Allensbacher Analysis of Markets and Advertising Media], 3.5 million men in

Germany own a mechanical wristwatch worth 500 euros or more and approximately 600,000 men plan to buy a mechanical watch worth more
than 500 euros. The German watch market accordingly has high purchasing potential for Swiss and German watch manufacturers.
You can read the entire e-dossier in German under “Wir über uns” at Watchtime.net.
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The most important visitor proﬁles at Watchtime.net

baranq / shutterstock.com

„I want expertise and passion.“

Hedonists

„Which brands are hot?“

Westend61 / fotolia.com

Performers

Anchiy / shutterstock.com

rasstock / fotolia.com

ESBProfessional / shutterstock.com

Who do we address with Watchtime.net? By researching our visitor profiles, we’ve been able to define several different personas among our primarily male readers.
And we’ve precisely described each of these stereotypical personas so we can finely tune our reportage and our choice of themes to meet our readers’ needs and cater
to their wishes. We’ve distinguished the following visitor profiles and what each persona expects from Watchtime.net:

Adaptive-Navigators
„I’m new here: Please explain the
watch world to me. “
4

Modern Mainstream

„Craftmanship, design, and
engineering justify the price.“

Cosmopolitan Avantgarde

„I like to try new things and
I already know today what the
trend of tomorrow will be.“
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User Structure Data
Information

User structure data below is a result of puls study on brand desirability, realized in April-May 2019. The representative study on German luxury watch buyers profiles and describes the visitors and gives media planners important insights on dimensions relevant for wristwatch purchases.

Gender

Education

to discover that the website’s visitors are almost exclusively male.

earned an academic degree.

The visitors have a genuinely above-average level of education. More than half have

Men are the primary purchasers of mechanical watches, so it’s not surprising

47 % Degree from a high school or vocational school
16 % (Specialized) High school leaving certificate

97 % male

17 % Higher-level secondary school

2 % female

11% Promotion / Habilitation
3 % Graduated from ordinary secondary school

Source: Survey puls market research on brand desirability; April-May 2019;
Total: 1.455 participants, Watchtime.net: 958 participants

Source: Survey puls market research on brand desirability; April-May 2019;
Total: 1.455 participants, Watchtime.net: 958 participants

Age

Occupation

One out of three visitors is below 50 years of age and part of renewable target

Four out of five visitors are professionally employed. Every fifth is an entrepreneuer.

group of younger watch buyers. The biggest age class are visitors between 51
and 60 years – an enormously well-funded target group for luxury watches.

54 % Professionally employed
up to 50

19 % Self-employed

32 %

15 % Retired persons

51 to 60

41 %

60 and older

6 % Civil servant
1 % Not professionally employed

27 %
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Source: Survey puls market research on brand desirability; April-May 2019;
Total: 1.455 participants, Watchtime.net: 958 participants
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Source: Survey puls market research on brand desirability; April-May 2019;
Total: 1.455 participants, Watchtime.net: 958 participants
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User Structure Data
Net Household income

Price limits for next watch purchase

The visitors earn an absolutely above-average net household income. Every third visi-

The average price limit for next watch purchase is at 11.503 Euro; the price limit in the

tor has at his disposal a monthly household income of 5,000 euro or more.
less than 3,000 Euro
3,000 to 5,000 Euro
5,000 Euro and more
not specified

13 %

0

10

23 %

20

29 %
30

categories between 1.500 and 15.000 Euro is above average.

35 %
40

5%

up to 1,500 Euro
1,501 bis 3,000 Euro
3,001 to 5,000 Euro
5,001 to 10,000 Euro
10,001 to 15,000 Euro
15,001 to 25,000 Euro
more than 25,000 Euro

50

Source: Survey puls market research on brand desirability; April-May 2019;
Total: 1.455 participants, Watchtime.net: 958 participants

5%
0

Pricelimit Watchtime.net

Period between watch purchases

Every third visitor buys a new wristwatch at least once each year. Watchtime.net

reaches frequent watch shoppers – every second buys a new watch every 3 years.

several times a year
once a year
every 2 to 3 years
every 4 to 6 years
more rare
not specified/don't know

14 %

15 %

6%
0
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19 %

27 %

19 %

20
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30

Source: Survey puls market research on brand desirability; April-May 2019;
Total: 1.455 participants, Watchtime.net: 958 participants
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Display Advertising / Banners
Rotation

Your banner appears as many times as agreed upon and with a guaranteed

Expandable formats: +20 % of the CPM* for each format

number of ad impressions. Other banners may appear on the same placement

All banner formats up to a maximum of 50 KB; SWF, JPG or GIF format; we

if there are more page impressions available. This contents the option of

must receive your advertising materials no later than five days prior to the first

alternately presenting several different motifs in the same position.

appearance of your advertising; when submitting Flash formats, please also
provide a backup GIF or JPG.

Special Advertising Options

*) Cost Per Mille (CPM): the price for 1,000 deliveries (ad impressions) in the rotation,
delivery throughout the entire website (run on site)

Special advertising options (e.g. OTP formats) are available by request.
Feature Box

Content Ad

CPM*: 39 Euro

300 x 250 Pixel

(Medium Rectangle)

300 x 150 Pixel

CPM*: 45 Euro

Half Page Ad

Wide Content Ad

CPM*: 59 Euro

580 x 250 Pixel

300 x 600 Pixel

(Wide Rectangle)
CPM*: 49 Euro

Premium Display Advertising Formats

Prices are subject to VAT if applicable.

Billboard

Companion Ad

Desktop: 970 x 250 Pixel

Best visibility per Ad Impression

CPM*: 79 Euro

CPM*: 99 Euro

Insite placement beneath navigation bar

(Billboard Desktop/Mobil + Half Page Ad)

Mobil: 300 x 150 Pixel

970 x 250 Pixel oder 300 x 150 Pixel + 300 x 600 Pixel

7
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Brand of the Month
The high reach content format
for sustainable brand presentation
Brand Content

Exclusive native advertising format for highly effective brand communication.

Multimedia presentation of your brand with continuous promotion on homepage,

Text, Images and Videos

watch brands subsite and almost all subsites.

emphasize your

communication message

Ideal for:

Your advantages:

High attention content placement

Brand presentation

Excellent visibility

Relaunch and new start of a

Individual page for your brand

brand

Performance: brand exclusive landing page incl. high reach promotion
Timing:
Price:

1 month

5,000 euro*

Product presentation(s)

Detailed presentation of your

highlights with images, galleries,

Newsletter and Social Media Push

videos and links.

Additional promotion of the brand of the month via newsletter and in the
social channels of Watchtime.net to achieve a maximum reach of unique
campaign contacts.

Performance: per newsletter emission to guaranteed 40,000 + X subscribers,
Timing:
Price:

Facebook Announcement

2 emissions

750 euro

Prices are subject to VAT if applicable.

Link Integration

Direct interested users to your

*) This price is not subject to additional discounts. An agency
commission may be granted if booked via an agency.

8

brand channels
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Native Advertising for your Models
The Best Placement for Your Text and Picture.

Both advertorials are exclusive and in highly effective positions. Reading rates

Delivery of advertising media: no later than 5 days before the

content marketing options depends on the availability of the positions.

The received texts are subject to editing to adapt them for the

advertising media is scheduled to appear for the first time.

are absolutely above average for advertorials in both positions. Booking these

medium. Minor changes may be necessary.

Top Theme

Top positioning on the homepage

The communication is the headline of the online magazine
Attention-getting staging via slider elements

Top Theme

Ad Impressions per teaser: at least 8,000 per week

Price: 250 euro per day

Minimum booking interval: 5 days
Hotspot - Watch of the week

The Hotspot for your latest models
Positioning on the homepage

and on all pages of the online magazine
High awareness, long-lasting effect

Hotspot

Price: 900 euro per calendar week
Combine:
Video

Integrated into the

Hotspot / Top Theme

Price: 250 euro per integration

Prices are subject to VAT if applicable.
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Specials for ideal product presentation

Online-Edition
Online Edition 2023 – The additional
offer for your Premium Advertorial

In past years, Watchtime.net has established specials as a successful format of
high-quality product presentation for fine mechanical watches.

Web Special The New Watches 2022
Special to communicate the new watch
models

The cross-media special is the optimal way to further expand

the reach of the Chronos’ Selection Edition, the yearbook of Chronos.

Our Services:

Attention-getting advertising of the online edition throughout the entire

New edition: 15.05.2022

yearlong interval

Options for multimedia staging increase the premium presentation

Promotion:

3 months

Content:

Brand Flashlight and presentation

Price:

from 2,000 euro

Runtime:

Search-engine optimized deployment of all materials

Exclusive thematic environment with long running time
Link to brand homepage

New edition: 11.11.2022
Price: 1.090 euro

Price incl. Video-Integration: 1.340 euro
Chronos Edition

Online-Edition

Text & image-Integration

optimized for search engines
Prices are subject to VAT if applicable.

Integration of

multimedial content

10

1 year

of up to 5 models
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Specials for ideal product presentation

Hands-on Video
High-class product presentation by watch editor with editorial storyboard focusing on

product highlights. Production includes publication on Watchtime.net and Youtube channel.

Special German Watch Brands
Crossmedia special with Chronos
New edition: 18.10.2022
Runtime:
Price:

1 year

950 euro

Price:

2.750 euro

Includes right of use for brand purpose

Showcase Video
Presentation of product highlight on a turntable with inserts on the relevant product
features. Production includes publication on Watchtime.net and Youtube channel.

Special Suisse Insider Watch Brands
Crossmedia special with Chronos
New edition: 01.05.2022
Runtime:
Price:

1 year

950 euro

Price:

1.000 euro

Includes right of use for brand purpose

Prices are subject to VAT if applicable.
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Watchtime Spotlight

Social Media – Instagram Channel

Watchtime.net Spotlight is the live event format for direct contact with visitors

With Watchtime Social Media Reach we create direct contact between brands and our
followers and passionate lovers of fine watches around the world. Key to success is to
address the target group in the right tonality and enabling your visual communication
a high-reach presence.

and subscribers. The event is hosted by our editors and gives brands opportunity
to present product highlights and insights on the brand in detail.

Instagram Plattform:

@watchtimemagazine

Current reach:

> 300K followers worldwide
Status: October 2021

Any further Infomation on an exclusive brand event or any planned topics on

We offer highly effective packages to take advantage of the social media reach. I support

upcoming events I provide for you with pleasure.

your plannings from the beginning and am looking forward to your contact.

Michael Albus

Director Sales Watch Media
Phone +49 731-880 057-170

E-Mail: albus@ebnermedia.de

12
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Newsletter

Thematic Newsletter

Twice a week, people who subscribe to Watchtime.net’s

With this special newsletter format, Watchtime.net

newsletter receive their personally requested update about
the world of mechanical watches.

Dissemination to guaranteed 40,000 + X subscribers.
(Status: October 2021)
Advertising Formats

creates a thematic environment for ideal
product placement. This special form of advertising
achieves a performance absolutely above average.
Topics for 2022:
Downhill stars: Watches for Winter Sports

Text-Image Advertising (native ad format)

– 12.02.22

Around the world with world time watches – 26.02.22

Content: 55 words incl. headline and 1 image
Price per week*: 950 euro

3 weeks or more: 850 euro

Watches and sustainability (Earth Hour)

– 26.03.22

Exclusive novelties of the year

– 09.04.22
– 30.04.22

Display Advertising

Divers' Watches

Format: 580x250 Pixel, JPG, GIF oder PNG Banner, max. 80 KB

– 14.05.22
– 16.07.22

Price per week*: 850 euro

Chronographs

3 weeks or more: 750 euro

– 28.05.22
–

* two mailings per week
TOP position 20% surcharge

15.10.22

Sports' Watches

– 25.06.22

Adventure Land: Strong, robust, precise

– 27.08.22

Retro Watches

– 10.09.22

Watch Design

– 24.09.22

German Watch Brands

– 01.10.22

Pilots' Watches

– 22.10.22
–

17.12.22

Celebration of Elegance

–

05.11.22

Big clocks and Watch winders

–

16.11.22

Beautiful watches for chrsitmas season

– 07.12.22

Price: 980 euro per newsletter (Further topics on request)

13
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Newsletter
Premium Integration

Stand-Alone-Newsletter

Watchtime.net offers premium newsletter formats

among potential purchases of your products

Attract undivided attention for your themes

for large-scale and emotional brand and model

in the look and feel of a journalistically

presentation.

written newsletter. “Exclusive Brand,” the

exclusive stand-alone newsletter, ensures

Price editorial newsletter:

maximal coverage and optimal performance

980 euro per newsletter (Friday emission)

for your messages. Guaranteed distribution

to 40,000 + X subscribers who are interested

Extra charge thematic newsletter: 500 euro

in mechanical watches.
Price: 6,500 euro*

Further options on request

*) This price is not subject to additional

discounts. An agency commission may be
granted if booked via an agency.

14

Prices are subject to VAT if applicable.

General Business Conditions for Online Advertising
Terms and Conditions for Online advertizing
1. Exclusive Scope, agreement
1.1 In its own name and for its own account, the Ebner Media Group GmbH & Co KG, Karl Strasse 3,
D-89073 Ulm (hereinafter referred to as "publisher") markets advertizing appearances for the websites
and for the smartphone or tablet PC applications that it operates.
1.2 The following terms and conditions are exclusively valid for all contractual relationships between the
publisher and the advertizing contractual partner (hereinafter referred to as "customer") with regard to
the placement of advertisements. The validity of any general terms and conditions of the customer is
expressly excluded, even if the publisher does not contradict in individual cases.
1.3 The publisher agrees to comply with the regulations of the minimum wage (MiLoG). This is also valid,
insofar as the publisher orders other contractors with attendances.
2. Services of Online advertizing Media
2.1 "Services" within the meaning of these terms and conditions are all online advertizing media which are
bookable from the publisher, as well as other services of the publisher which are bookable in the context
of the advertizing (e.g. the programming of advertizing media, microsites, implementation on marketing
programs, etc.).
2.2 "Online advertizing media" are offers that consist of an image and/or or text and/or sound and/or
moving images and/or a sensitive area (e.g. a link) which, when the user clicks on it, will connect the user
to a web address that has been predefined by the advertiser. In addition to classical banner advertizing,
these can also include product and company entries, sponsoring, email campaigns or microsites. Also
included are the customer's so-called "download offers," such as video ads, e-books, or other download or
streaming offers which the publisher keeps available.
2.3 "Advertizing order" is the contract for the placement of an online advertizing medium or other services
for the purpose of dissemination by the publisher.
3. Conclusion of the Contract
3.1 An advertizing order fundamentally comes into being upon written or email confirmation, or upon
(partial) rendering of the services by the publisher.
3.2 If the booking comes via an intermediary (an advertizing agency), then, in case of doubt, the contract
comes into being with the advertizing agency itself. If an advertiser becomes a client, then the agency
must inform the publisher of same, including mention of the new customer by name.
4. Customer's Obligation to Cooperate
4.1 If the online advertizing media are to be placed by the publisher, then the customer must make the
advertizing media available to the publisher no later than four workdays prior to the agreed date of first
publication. The data must be provided in compliance with the publisher's current technical format requirements. If a delayed delivery or a delivery which does not comply with the technical requirements makes
it impossible for the publisher to publish the advertizing in an orderly and punctual manner, then the
customer's payment obligation shall remain unaffected by this. The customer shall bear the expenses for
the preparation of error-free material or for changes in the agreed versions which the customer requests
or for which the customer is responsible.
4.2 The customer has the right to include links to a target URL if clicking the link causes a new browser
window to open. The use of other technical means which reroute the user away from the website or
collect data about the user is prohibited; in particular, express written permission from the publisher is
required to permit the usage of over-the-page (DTP) advertizing, the insertion of prompts requesting the
user to input personal data, and the placement of cookies.
5. Customer's Obligations, Exemption from Liability
5.1 Through the use of appropriate and up-to-date protective software, the customer shall ensure that the
advertizing media which he transmits or inserts are free from malicious codes, e.g. viruses and/or Trojan
horses.
5.2 The customer is responsible for the contents of the online advertizing media and for ensuring that the
online advertizing media do not infringe upon third-party rights. The publisher is not obliged to monitor
the online advertizing media to verify its compliance with currently valid legal regulations. The customer
shall exempt the publisher from third parties' claims resulting from the implementation of the contract,
even if the contract is cancelled.
5.3 With respect to all authors of online advertizing media, the customer affirms that he has acquired,
insofar as possible, the necessary usage and exploitation rights, pursuant to the
granting of rights to the publisher as specified in sections 10.1 and 10.2. The same applies to any necessary
agreements with collecting societies (especially the GEMA). The customer shall bear all costs charged by
these collecting societies.
6. Right to Refuse, Interruption of the Advertizing Campaign, Identiﬁability
6.1 The publisher can refuse individual online advertizing media if the media violate applicable law or case
law, disobey official or court orders, infringe on the rights of third parties, or if the publication is unreasonable for the publisher because of the content or origin of the media or because of technical reasons.
This right also exists for individual online advertizing media which are to be published in fulfillment of a
framework contract with the customer.
6.2 The publisher has the right to (temporarily) interrupt the implementation of advertizing measures if
there is reason to suspect that the conditions specified in section 6.1 are satisfied. The publisher especially
has this right in the event that: a third party submits an apparently not unfounded claim asserting that
his rights have been infringed upon; a warning has already been issued in a similar instance; or govern-

mental authorities have begun investigations. The same applies in the event that the customer makes
subsequent changes in the contents of the advertizing media and these changes lead to a violation
pursuant to section 6.1. The publisher will immediately notify the customer about any such interruption
and will give him the opportunity to explain the legality of the advertizing measures and, if applicable, to
prove their legality.
6.3 Conversely, the customer can demand that the publisher must interrupt or remove the advertisements if a third party files a claim against the customer accusing the customer of infringing on the third
party's rights. If the customer is able to remove the advertisements or take them ofﬂine on his own, then
he himself is obliged to remove or stop the advertisements.
6.4 In the event of a refusal or interruption of advertizing measures pursuant to the preceding sections,
the customer is nonetheless obliged to pay the agreed sum minus the amount which the publisher
has saved by refusing or interrupting the advertisements, unless the publisher has been able to sell the
intended advertizing space to another customer. The obligation to pay does not exist if the customer can
prove that the contents of the advertisement were legal and that there accordingly were no valid reasons
for the publisher to have refused or interrupted the advertizing.
6.5 At the publisher's discretion, advertizing media that are not clearly identifiable as advertizing will be
separated by the publisher from other contents, e.g. by labeling the former as "advertisement."
7. Publisher's Warranty, Customer's Obligation to Reprimand, Limitation Period
7.1 As specified in the order's confirmation and in the "Technical Format Requirements," the publisher
guarantees the customary quality and publication of the online advertizing medium in accordance with
the data provided by the customer.
7.2 If the published online advertizing medium does not uphold the required quality, the customer is
entitled to an extension of the publication period or to an immediate substitute placement in a comparable context. However, this entitlement applies only to the extent to which the purpose of the online
advertizing medium was impaired. If, despite the setting of a reasonable deadline by the customer, such a
replacement advertisement is not published by the publisher, or if its publication is unacceptable for the
customer, or if this replacement advertisement is likewise does not uphold the required quality, then the
customer has the right to reduce payment to the extent to which the purpose of the online advertizing
medium was impaired and/or to cancel the order.
7.3 The customer shall scrutinize the advertisement immediately after its date of first publication and, if
any defects are discovered, the customer shall reprimand the publisher for same (customer's obligation
to reprimand). If hidden defects are discovered at a later date, the customer shall reprimand the publisher
immediately after their discovery. Reprimands for obvious defects must be communicated in writing
within five workdays after the first publication; reprimands for hidden defects must be communicated in
writing within the same period after their discovery.
7.4 The publisher guarantees the availability of the websites so that the advertizing media are accessible
at least 94% of each month. This time period does not include interruptions of reasonable duration which
are necessary for the maintenance of the system, as well as interruptions due to force majeure or unavoidable causes. The availability is defined as the ratio of actual time to target time.
8. Placement of advertizing; Use of Data, Period of validity, Availability, Prices
8.1 The publisher will place the advertizing media within the framework of each booked advertizing campaign and with the greatest possible consideration of the customer's wishes. Unless otherwise agreed,
the customer has no claim to a particular placement or to the exclusion of advertisements for goods or
services of a competitor of the customer.
8.2 If necessary, the publisher will put download offers into a database, along with company or product
listings containing information about other customers. The publisher will keep these data available for
users to access on the channels which the customer has booked.
8.3 If the customer receives personal or anonymous or pseudonymous data via services provided by
the publisher, then these data may be evaluated by the customer only within the framework of the
customer's specific advertizing campaign, only in accordance with the currently valid data-protection regulations, and only if such evaluation has been agreed within the context of the advertizing contract. The
customer is not permitted to further process and/or to use the data, and he is especially prohibited from
conveying the data to third parties. This prohibition also includes creation of profiles based on the users'
usage behavior, especially through enrichment of existing data with third-party information.
8.4 The publisher's price list that is valid at the time when the order is placed shall apply to the advertizing
order. Price changes are permitted if more than four months pass between the signing of the contract
and the agreed first appearance of the online advertizing medium. However, such price changes are effective only if they were announced by the publisher at least one month prior to the publication of the online
advertizing medium. The customer is entitled to revoke the order within fourteen days after his receipt of
notification about the price increase.
8.5 In the event of an order to place several online advertizing media (general agreement), the revocation
of individual advertizing media must occur within one year after the signing of the contract. The price
list that was valid at the time when the advertisement was placed shall determine its price. Agreed or
allowed discounts apply only to the volumes of online advertizing media that were specified in the order.
If the complete revocation of the booked advertizing media does not occur within the one-year period, the
customer is obliged to refund to the publisher the difference between the contractually granted discount
(taking into consideration the predefined total volume) and the actual total volume (discount adjustment
charge).

8.6 If the customer has booked a certain number of ad impressions for an advertizing measure, the
publisher points out that these figures are necessarily based on past experience. If the booked number
of ad impressions is not reached, the placement interval for the advertizing measure will be extended
until the booked number of ad impressions has been reached. If the placement that was booked by the
customer has already been assigned to another customer for the extended advertizing period, the publisher has the right to relocate the advertisement to a comparable position that appropriately takes the
customer's interests into account. Due to the differences among various systems, counting differences
sometimes occur when third-party ad servers are used. The figures of the publisher always serve as the
basis for billing.
8.7 If the publisher provides services that are subject to copyright, the publisher grants to the customer
the simple utilization and exploitation rights which are necessary to conduct the advertizing campaigns. Any further utilization and/or exploitation by the customer require written permission from the
publisher.
8.8. With the conclusion of the contract, the customer agrees that the publisher will send accompanying
information per e-mail. For example, proofs, invoices, statistics, or other product-related informations.
9. Payment Terms, Cash in Advance, Right of Retention and Right of Setoff
9.1 The invoice will be prepared on the first day of appearance of the ordered online advertizing medium
and not later than the end of the month in which the ordered advertisement was published. If advance
payment has not been agreed, then the invoice is to be paid in full within ten workdays after its receipt.
After this period has elapsed, the customer is in default and must pay the sum specified on the invoice
plus interest in the amount of 8% above the prevailing base rate according to §247 BGB (German Civil
Code).
9.2 If the customer does not comply with his payment obligations as specified in the contract, if he fails
to submit payment before expiration of the agreed time period or stops making his payments, or if
other circumstances become known which raise doubts about the customer's creditworthiness, then,
without prejudice to existing deferred payments and installment payments, the publisher can demand
advance payment for services specified in the contract and can also demand payment of all outstanding
invoices, including invoices which are not yet payable. Furthermore, the publisher has the right to refuse
to provide currently running services until he has received full payment of the outstanding amounts.
9.3 Regardless of any other regulations, the payment will first be offset against the older debt (in this
instance: the interest) and then against the principal.
9.4 The customer is entitled to offset or withhold payments only if the claims are accepted by the
publisher or the counterclaims are legally established.
10. Granting of Rights by the Customer
10.1 The customer transfers to the publisher the necessary utilization and exploitation rights, as well as
other ancillary copyrights, to the online advertizing media and to other contents which are published in
the context of the advertizing order. In particular, these rights include the database right, the right to
reproduce, disseminate, broadcast and record, and the right to public disclosure.
10.2 With regard to the download offers, and in the interest of comprehensive marketing of the
customer's contents, the customer further grants to the publisher the right to license the contents to
third parties who keep these contents available in the internet, or to use the contents for offers in other
forms (so-called "content syndication").
10.3 The customer grants these rights for the duration of the placement of the advertisement. With
regard to the content syndication as specified in paragraph 10.2, the rights are granted in perpetuity, but
the grant can be revoked at any time with two weeks' prior notice.
11. Liability of the Publisher
11.1 The publisher assumes unlimited liability for damages caused by his legal representatives or executive employees and for damages caused deliberately by other agents acting on his behalf; in the event
of a negligent breach of duty, the publisher is also liable for damages arising from injury to life, body
or health. The publisher is liable for product liability damages in accordance with the provisions of the
Product Liability Act. The publisher is liable for damages caused by his legal representatives or executive
employees arising from the breach of cardinal obligations; cardinal obligations are the essential duties
which form the basis of this contract, which were crucial for the completion this contract, and upon the
fulfillment of which the licensee can rely. If the publisher has breached these cardinal obligations due to
slight negligence, then his liability is limited to the amount that was predictable for the publisher at the
time when each service was rendered. The publisher is liable for the loss of data only up to the amount
that would have been incurred for recovery of the data if proper and regular backup of the data had
been undertaken. Further liability of the licensor is excluded.
12. Place of Jurisdiction, Place of Performance and Applicable Law
12.1 The place of jurisdiction and the place of performance is the head office of the publisher in Ulm,
Germany. This applies only if the customer is a merchant in the sense of §§ 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 HGB (German
Civil Code), a legal entity or a special fund under public law, or if the customer's domicile or habitual
residence is unknown at the time when the complaint is raised, or if, after the signing to contract, the
customer's domicile or habitual residence changes to a location beyond the jurisdiction of the law, or if
the customer has no general jurisdiction in Germany. However, the publisher also has the right to sue at
the court of law which is responsible for the region in which the customer's head office is located.
12.2 German law applies with the exclusion of the UN Sales Convention.
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